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Introduction to P0D Water Monitoring Summary Doc-9

ument10

This note is a set of tailored instructions for non-P0D water experts to reference in the11

event that a particular P0D water task needs to be completed. It does not provide all the12

minute details associated with the P0D water system, but is rather a set of instructions for a13

non-water expert to follow in order to diagnose and solve problems associated with the P0D14

water system. In no particular order, the note provides instructions for the following tasks:15

1. Monitoring the P0D water system16

2. Topping off a P0D water bag17

3. Draining the P0D water system18

4. Recalibrating a P0D water depth sensor19

20

For much more detailed information, the following links on t2k.org are useful:21

• P0D operations page: http://www.t2k.org/nd280/p0d/operations/podops22

• Water Expert Page23

24

In the case of an emergency, please contact the following people:25

• Walter Toki: walter.toki@colostate.edu26

• Clark McGrew clark.mcgrew@stonybrook.edu27

• Paul Rojas paul.rojas@colostate.edu28

• Alex Clifton alex.clifton@colostate.edu29

30

In the event that the person onsite would like 24 hour on-call assistance via Skype, please31

let Paul Rojas and Alex Clifton know and we will be happy to stay on call.32
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Monitoring the P0D Water System33

Each day, the Global Slow Control (GSC) plots of the P0D water system should be reviewed.34

It is recommended to review these plots a few times throughout the day in case any new35

trends appear. The plots may be found on the water expert page under General Links36

titled P0D Water GSC Page (https://neut00.triumf.ca/t2kgsc/HS/P0Dwater).37

There is a GSC plot for each water bag (50 total), in addition to some other plots. Below is38

an example of a P0D water bag GSC plot followed by a brief description of what is shown39

in the plot:40

Figure 1: Normally operating sensors in a bag

41

Global Slow Control Plots42

Each GSC water bag plot has four components: A high depth sensor (blue), a low depth43

sensor (red), a high level sensor (green), and a low level sensor (cyan). The depth sensors44

measure the distance from the top of the current water level to the bottom of the header45

on a P0D bag (which is not discussed in this note). Thus, a larger value on the vertical46

axis of the GSC plots corresponds to an increase in distance between the water level and47

the bottom of the bag header. The two level sensors are binary sensors that either read wet48

or dry. A wet reading corresponds to a value of 30cm and 34cm for the high and low level49

sensors respectively, otherwise they will read a large negative number.50

51
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The other GSC plot that is relevant during monitoring is called the P0Dwater/LeakDetectors52

plot. It is the last plot in the P0DWater GSC plots page. There are four drip pans located53

underneath the P0D in the event of a leak. These drip pans will collect the water and route54

the water to a sensor that will trigger an alarm if the sensor gets wet. More information on55

the drain pans and leak detector system may be found here56

http://www.t2k.org/nd280/p0d/operations/drip-pan-leak-det. When the leak de-57

tector sensors are on and dry, they will read a value of 1 in this GSC plot. If one of the58

sensors comes into contact with water, the value in the GSC plot will change to 0.59

Figure 2: GSC Leak detector plot. Module 3 was tripped just after the close of the magnet
and is not of concern.

60

Currently, module 3 has been tripped and thus reads a value of 0. Module 3 is not of concern,61

as it tripped long before the start of Run5. If module 1, 2, or 4 were to flip from a reading62

of 1 to 0, that would be cause for concern and the person should notify the list of people63

mentioned in the introduction.64

What to Look For in the GSC Plots65

We are concerned with new significant trends deviating from the flat lines found in the GSC66

plots. Below is a list of current issues that are known about with the water system:67

• Bag 19 is leaking and needs to be topped off regularly68

• Depth sensor 20 low is bad and has been disconnected which is why it reads a value of69

335.4cm70
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• Depth sensor 20 high needs to be recalibrated regularly as its calibration tends to drift71

• Level sensor 35 high is disconnected72

• Bag 41 was previously showing signs of a leak but seems to have stopped73

• Depth sensor 44 high has been disconnected due to shorting74

• Bag 46 was previously showing signs of a leak but seem to have stopped75

76

A bag that has sets of normally operating depth and level sensors is given below:

Figure 3: Normally operating depth and level sensors.

77
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An example of what a plot looks like when there is a leak is given below:

Figure 4: Indications of a leak in a bag from the GSC plots by the depth sensors showing
the same positive slope trend.

78

79

An example of a bag with a sensor whose calibration is drifting is given below:

Figure 5: Depth sensor 20 low has been disconnected, however depth sensor 20 high is
fluctuating largely in level readings.

80
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An example of a bag with a bad sensor is given below:

Figure 6: Depth sensor 44 high was beginning to read more and more negative, indicating
that the sensor was shorting out. It is currently disconnected.

81

If any new concerns arise that aren’t already listed above, please contact the list of people82

mentioned in the introduction to this note.83
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Topping off a P0D Water Bag84

Since there is strong evidence of a leak in Bag 19, this bag will need to be topped off regu-85

larly. Once the depth sensors from the GSC plots reach a value of 25cm, the bag will need86

to be topped off by adding 5cm of water. Two people are required for this procedure:87

88

• The first person, called the pump operator, will operate the water pump rack that89

pump water from the main tank to the water bags90

• The second person, called the monitor, will use water monitoring software to decide91

when to stop filling the bags92

93

Detailed instructions for the filling procedure may be found here: Filling and Draining94

the P0D. Below is an outline the procedure. The items needed for the top-off procedure are:95

96

1. A large bucket (∼5L) that has been cleaned of debris. These may be found in the NA97

building with the rest of the P0D equipment.98

2. The small green hose for syphoning. This is located underneath the tower that is above99

the P0D pump rack in the pit.100

3. A flashlight to check for leaks in the pumps.101

4. The P0D PHS phone for safety in case of emergency.102

5. The UW laptop and charger. This may be found in the control on the cabinet that is103

next to the P0DWkst1 computer if it is not already on the B1 level.104

105
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Procedure for Topping of Bag 19106

Preparing the Fill Surge Tank107

Once the supplies have been gathered, both people should head down into the pit (level B1).108

The first thing that needs to be taken care of is priming the fill surge tank with water before109

turning on the pump:110

111

1. Be sure that the valves to the main tank for both fill surge pumps are off and that the112

signs hanging on the handles reflect this.113

Figure 7: Valves from the main tank to the fill surge tank (circled in blue).
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2. On each fill surge tank, there are two valves. The valve on the top of the fill surge114

tank, the purge valve, opens the tank up to atmosphere without draining the water in115

the tank when the tank is filled. The bottom valve will drain any water in the tank116

into the bottom of the pump rack and ultimately into the sump.117

Figure 8: Purge valve (blue) and the bottom valve used from draining the fill surge tank
(yellow).

3. Be sure that the bottom valve of the fill surge tank is closed and open the purge valve.118

4. Place the green garden hose attached to the bottom of the main water tank inside the119

large bucket and open the valve to the main tank that the garden hose is connected120

to.121

5. Fill the bucket up about 3/4 of the way with water from the main tank.122

6. Place the filled bucket on top of the pump rack securely (you made need a small stool123

for this) and retrieve the small green hose for syphoning.124
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7. Place one end of the small green hose into the bucket and start the syphon. Once the125

syphon starts, place the end of the hose in the opened purge valve of the fill surge tank.126

Figure 9: Syphon setup for a fill surge tank.

8. Empty the bucket via syphoning into the fill surge tank. If water has not begun to127

overflow out of the fill surge tank, it is not filled and you will need to repeat steps 4 -128

7 until the fill surge tank indicates that it is full by overflowing with water.129

9. Once the fill surge tank is full, stop the syphoning, remove the bucket from the top of130

the pump rack, and close the purge valve of the fill surge tank. At this point, the fill131

surge tank is filled with water and is ready to be used for filling the P0D.132

10. Open the corresponding valve that runs from the main tank to the fill surge tank. You133

may hear a ”running water” noise when this is done. This is normal as the water from134

the main tank makes its way to the fill surge tank. Be sure to flip the sign on the main135

tank valve to ”OPEN” as a precaution.136

11. On the west end of the pump rack (the end facing the main tank), locate the two pump137

valves for bag 19. They should currently be set to anti-syphon mode which is when138

the top valve for the bag is pointing to ”DRAIN” and the bottom valve is pointing to139

”FILL”. To move water from the fill surge tank (and the main tank) to the P0D bag,140

change both the valves so that they both point to ”FILL”.141

12. Both people should visually confirm that the pump valves are set to ”FILL”.142
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Setting Up the Monitoring Computer and Software143

If so desired, while one person prepares the fill surge tank the other may setup the monitoring144

computer and the software. Otherwise, the next thing to do is to start up this monitoring145

station:146

1. Plug the power supply for the laptop into an outlet located on the pit wall and power147

up the laptop.148

2. You will need to establish VNC remote access to the P0DWater1 computer located on149

the S-level. There is an ethernet chord around the water pump rack that needs to be150

plugged into the laptop to establish this connection.151

3. Plug the ethernet cable into the computer and open up a terminal window.152

4. Enter the following command: ssh P0DWater1.nd280.t2k -l online -X153

5. The password is written on the computer.154

6. Then enter the following command: vncviewer :0155

7. Upon successful connection, the following program should be displayed. This is the156

software that will be used during the top-off.157

Figure 10: Main water monitoring software display.

8. At the top of the display, find the field that allows you to change the update time. It158

should currently be set to 300 seconds. Click the ”Stop” button to the left of the field,159

enter the number 5 into the field, click the ”Time between updating (seconds)” button160
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to the right of the field, then click ”Start”. This should change the update time from161

300 seconds to 5 seconds for a quicker way to monitor the fill.162

9. Ensure that the update time is indeed 5 seconds. More detailed information about the163

monitoring software can be found here: Water Monitoring Software.164

Topping-off Procedure165

Once the the fill surge tank has been prepped and the monitoring laptop is up and running166

the monitoring software, you may begin the top-off procedure. One person will need to167

stand by the pump rack facing the switch board while the other person stands in front of168

the monitoring laptop.169

1. Once both people are ready, the monitor should tell the pump operator to begin filling.170

The pump operator should then turn on the main power switch to the pumps and then171

turn on the switch to pump 19. The pump operator should visually confirm that pump172

19 is operating.173

2. The monitor should focus on bag 19 on the monitoring software. It may take on the174

order of 30 seconds to see a response in the monitoring software as it takes some time175

for the water to travel from the surge tank to the water bag.176

3. Once the monitor sees an increase in water level (which corresponds to a decrease in177

value on the monitoring plots), the monitor should verbally let the pump operator178

know.179

4. The monitor should tell the pump operator to shut off the pump and the main power180

supply to the pumps when the bag level reading is ∼2cm outside of the target fill level181

(which is 20cm). At this point, the pump operator should turn off the pump 19 switch,182

turn off the main power to the pump rack, and then put the pump valves for bag 19183

into anti-syphon mode. This process should be done swiftly to prevent back syphoning184

from the P0D bag back into the pump rack.185

5. Once the pump operator has configured the pump valves are set to anti-syphon, the186

monitor should double check that it is indeed in anti-syphon mode.187

Blowing out the Fill Lines188

When the pump rack is configured into anti-syphon mode, the next thing to do is to blow189

out the fill lines:190

1. Close the valve from the main tank to the fill surge tank, flip the sign to close, and191

open the purge valve of the surge tank (the top valve).192

2. SAVE THE WATER FROM THE SURGE TANK THAT IS TO BE DRAINED INTO193

THE SUMP FOR THE NEXT TOP OFF??194
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3. When no more water exits from the lines at the bottom of the pump rack, the fill surge195

tank is empty. Close the bottom valve of the fill surge tank but leave the purge valve196

open.197

4. Having the fill surge tank open to atmosphere with no water in the fill surge tank will198

pump air into the fill lines which blows out any remaining water in the lines. Doing199

this will add about 2 - 3cm of extra water to the P0D water bag (hence why we stop200

∼2cm outside of the target level of 20cm).201

5. Configure the pump valves for bag 19 to ”FILL”. Both people should check that this202

configuration has been implemented.203

6. The two people should man their respective positions. Once both are ready, the monitor204

should tell the pump operator to begin blowing out the lines. The pump operator205

should then turn on the main power switch to the pumps and then turn on the switch206

to pump 19. The pump operator should visually confirm that pump 19 is operating.207

7. Once the monitor sees approximately the same level reading from bag 19 for about 3208

updates, it is safe to assume that the lines have been blown out. The monitor should209

tell the pump operator to turn off pump 19 and the main power to the pumps and the210

pump operator should do so accordingly.211

8. With the pump off and the main power to the pump rack off, configure the pump212

valves to anti-syphon mode. Both people should check that this is the case213

214

After blowing out the lines and configuring the pump rack to anti-syphon mode, the215

top-off procedure has been completed. Report the completion of this procedure and a brief216

summary to the P0D group.217
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Draining the P0D Water System218

In the event that an emergency drain is necessary, two people will be required to perform219

the drain:220

221

• The first person, called the pump operator, will operate the water rack pumps that222

pump water from the main tank to the water bags.223

• The second person, called the monitor, will use water monitoring software to decide224

when to stop draining the bags. There should not be a difference of 5cm in adjacent225

bags nor a difference in 15cm across all bags during the entire drain procedure.226

227

Detailed instructions for the draining procedure may be found here: Filling and Drain-228

ing the P0D. Below we will outline the draining procedure. The items you will need for229

the drain are:230

231

1. A flashlight to check for leaks in the pump rack.232

2. The P0D PHS phone for safety in case of emergency.233

3. The UW laptop and charger. This may be found in the control on the cabinet that is234

next to the P0DWkst1 computer if it is not already on the B1 level.235

236

Upon gathering all items needed for the drain, both people should head down into the237

pit (B1 level).238

239

Setting Up the Monitoring Computer and Software240

The first thing to do is to start up the monitoring software:241

242

1. Plug the power supply for the laptop into an outlet located on the pit wall and power243

up the laptop.244

2. You will need to establish VNC remote access to a computer located on the S-level.245

There is an ethernet chord around the water pump rack that needs to be plugged into246

the laptop to establish this connection.247

3. Plug the ethernet cable into the computer and open up a terminal window.248

4. Enter the following command: ssh P0DWater1.nd280.t2k -l online -X249

5. The password is:250
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6. Then enter the following command: vncviewer :0251

252

7. Upon successful connection, the following program should be displayed. This is the253

software that will be used during the top-off.254

Figure 11: Main water monitoring software display.

8. At the top of the display, find the field that allows you to change the update time. It255

should currently be set to 300 seconds. Click the ”Stop” button to the left of the field,256

enter the number 5 into the field, click the ”Time between updating (seconds)” button257

to the right of the field, then click ”Start”. This should change the update time from258

300 seconds to 5 seconds for a quicker way to monitor the fill.259

9. Ensure that the update time is indeed 5 seconds.260

More detailed information about the monitoring software can be found here: Water261

Monitoring Software. Once the monitor is ready, you may begin draining the P0D.262

263

Draining the P0D Water System264

1. On the west and east faces of the pump rack are a series of valves (two per bag).265

Currently, these switches should all be configured in anti-syphon mode. Both people266

should go through switch all the pump valves to ”DRAIN”. When done, both people267

together should check that all pump valves are indeed turned to ”DRAIN”.268

2. SPECIAL MENTION ABOUT THE VALVES FOR PUMP 7269
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3. When both people are ready at their respective positions, the monitor should tell the270

pump operator to turn on the main power supply to the pumps and then to turn on271

all the pumps.272

4. The pump operator should visually check that all pumps are operating and no leaks273

have occurred in the pump rack.274

5. The monitor should be checking the level readings of the depth sensors on the mon-275

itoring software. If two adjacent depth sensors are different by ∼5cm, tell the pump276

operator to turn off the pump for the bag that corresponds to the larger level reading.277

Once the adjacent depth sensors have caught up, you may turn the pump back on.278

6. The monitor should also be checking that there is not a 15cm difference between any279

bags. If any two depth sensors begin to approach this difference, turn off the pump to280

the bag that is reading a higher value. Once the other bag levels have caught up, turn281

this pump back on. If the pump is really slow, it may be required to shut down all282

pumps except the pump for the bag that is lagging behind and let it catch up to the283

others.284

7. Working level sensors will read a value of 210cm when there is no longer any water in285

a given bag. Turn off pumps whose depth sensors have reached this value accordingly.286

8. Once all bags have been drained, turn all the pumps back on again to blow out the287

drain lines of any water. Blowing out the lines for 3 - 5 minutes is sufficient to ensure288

no more water is trapped in the drain lines.289

9. When all the drain lines have been blown out, turn of all the pump switches, the main290

power switch, and configure all the pump valves to anti-syphon mode. Both people291

should check that this is the case.292

Upon successfully configuring the pump valves to anti-syphon mode, the draining of the293

P0D has been completed. Report the completion and a brief summary of the drain event to294

the P0D group.295
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Recalibration of a P0D Water Depth Sensor296

Sometimes it is necessary to recalibrate a sensor when its calibration begins to drift. An297

example of a sensors calibration drifting is given below:

Figure 12: Depth sensor 20 low has been disconnected, however depth sensor 20 high is
fluctuating largely in level readings.

298

In Figure 12, depth sensor 20 high is fluctuating significantly and is reading a very low299

level value. Since no water has been added to bag 20 after the initial fill of the P0D, we300

attribute this behavior to drifting calibration. In this instance, it will be necessary to provide301

new calibration constants for sensor 20 high. More detailed information about recalibrating302

depth sensors can be found here: Recalibrating Depth Sensors. Below, we give an outline303

of the procedure.304

Recalibrating a New Sensor (installed after January 2014)305

For a sensor that was installed in January 2014, it will necessary to use a 4 point recalibration306

method to recalibrate the sensor. You will need to drain the bag which has the sensor that307

needs to be recalibrated and then fill it back up. A detailed description about the draining308

procedure can be found here: Filling and Draining the P0D. The brief outline of the309

drain procedure is as follows (reading the above link and above procedure is still strongly310

recommended):311

1. Open the red main valve that connects the (appropriate) drain surge tank and the312

main tank.313

2. Following the drain procedure as outlined above, drain the appropriate bag until314

BOTH level sensors read dry. Turn off the pump and place the pump valve into315

anti-syphon mode. Note the time that of starting the draining. This will be useful316

later.317
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3. Pause for a few minutes to make sure the P0DWater1 computer on the S-level has318

enough time to collect data.319

4. Fill the bag, following the top-off procedure which is described in the previous section.320

You want to fill the bag until BOTH level sensors read wet. Note the time that of321

finishing the filling. Stop the pump and blow out the line, which is also described in322

the previous section of topping-off.323

5. Check that all the valves are closed and in anti-syphon mode.324

6. Head to the S-level and locate the P0DWater1 computer.325

7. Open the appropriate file which contains the log information of the water depth/level326

sensors. The file location is here: .327

8. You will need to find the appropriate file. The file name format is sensor −DATE −328

boardNumber.dat. To find the respective board number, refer to the following layout329

of the water electronics. Numbers on the blue layers refer to the bag number and the330

numbers following the letter S refer to the board number. High depth sensors are all331

above and the low sensors are all below. For example, if you want to look at 20H, you332

want to look at S12. If you want 5L sensor info, look at S2.333

Figure 13: Physical layout of the water electronics.

9. When you open the appropriate file, you will see many numbers. Basically, the file334

contains the information of the 4 sensors (like you can see from the layout above), so all335

the numbers in the file are in 4 sets of the collums (you will be able to see the pattern).336

Locate the appropriate sets of column for your sensor of interest. For example, 20H337

is third set of column in the S12 file, as it contains the information of 17, 18, 19, and338

20 sensors. For 5L, it will the the first set of column in S2 file, as the file contains the339
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information of 5 through 8 sensors.340

Format of the log is as follows:341

342

Date343

Time344

Board Number345

Depth from Depth Sensors for the sensor pipe connected to sensor 1346

ADC value for the sensor pipe connected to the sensor 1 (often a 10 reading average)347

calibration offset value for the depth sensor348

calibration slope value for the depth sensor349

level sensor (1=off, 0=on)350

(repeat depth/ADC/Calibration/Level for pipe in sensor 2)351

(repeat depth/ADC/Calibration/Level for pipe in sensor 3)352

(repeat depth/ADC/Calibration/Level for pipe in sensor 4)353

pressure reading from pressure sensor on sensorboard354

temperature sensor on sensorboard355

3.3 actual voltage356

5.0 actual voltage.357

358

Values of —– or -9999 represent a value that is outside the acceptable range or does359

not exist.360

What you want to look at is the column of level sensor, which has 0, 1 or (unusually)361

-9999. Locate the point where the level sensor turns 0 to 1, which is the point when362

the level sensor became dry. Then record the ADC value of the corresponding time.363

Repeat the same procedure for the time when the level sensor turns 1 to 0. The time364

you have noted when you start/stop the draining/filling procedure will help to provide365

the information.366

Now you have 2 data points(i.e. ADC values). Additionally, repeat the same procedure367

for another (high or low) sensor of the bag. If you are recalibrating High sensor, then368

look for time the Low level sensor turned on/off. Record the time, and look for the369

ADC value of the High level sensor for the respective time. You now have 4 data370

points.371

10. You also need to find the ADC value when the P0D was DRY, before the fill. Look372

for the appropriate file, for Feb 7th. Then find the ADC value for the appropriate373

sensor, around 12PM. This will be your reference point.374

11. Once you have the relevant information in your spreadsheet, Follow the Recalibrating375

Depth Sensors, which is desribed here: Recalibration of depth sensor376

Procede to calculate the four slopes and average them, then calculate the four offsets377

and average them. These will be your new calibration constants that you will enter378

into the monitoring software.379

12. To input the new calibration constants, pleases follow the direction describe here: How380

to input new calibration constants381
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Recalibrating an Older Sensor (installed before January 2014)382

For a sensor that was installed prior to January 2014, the normal recalibration method may383

be used. This procedure is detailed here: Recalibrating Depth Sensors. It is essentially384

the same as steps 6 - 12 as listed in the Recalibrating a New Sensor (installed after385

January 2014 subsection, except there is no need to do a drain and then fill of a water bag.386
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